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December, 2020:

Improve Trust and Empathy
by using DiSC® Assessments
Message from Dr. Marilyn Manning

Dear Friends,
Do you often find your pacing at odds with another’s? Or your preference to focus on
the details and facts competing with someone’s needs to just look at the big picture?
Our individual needs can dictate our communication style and can lead to frustration
and conflict. Understanding and feeling empathy for a contrasting style can not only
lower our stress – and theirs, but also build connection and trust.
We are certified to administer various style assessments including Myers-Briggs, the
Enneagram, and the DiSC®. Having worked with all three, we have found the DiSC®
to be the easiest to apply and the most practical, especially in work relationships.
Appreciating the difference in pacing alone can greatly improve communicating
expectations and getting the results you want. We have used the DiSC® for many
years to resolve interpersonal conflicts, to build team trust, and to help leaders
connect meaningfully with their staff.
Knowing your style and its impact, as well as learning to be flexible with others
increases self-awareness, personal power, and influence. This issue of our
Leadership Tips will give you ways to improve your own communication, especially in
these times. We teach this valuable tool both individually and in a virtual teambuilding
session.
Warm regards,
Marilyn

(650) 965-3663
M@TheConsultingTeam.com
P.S. Don't forget to reserve your seat for our next two complimentary 30-min Zoom
events, next week and next month (see below). And we invite you to revisit our brand
new 2020 Website at www.TheConsultingTeam.com.

In this issue of Leadership Tips…
1. Article: How DiSC® Style Assessments Improve your Team Trust and Empathy
2. Tuesday, December 8 Zoom event: Creating A Culture of Belonging, 1:001:30PM Pacific. (No Charge)
3. Tuesday January 12 Zoom event: Learn Effective Virtual Team Building
Activities, 1:00-1:30PM Pacific (No Charge)
4. Our new on-line trainings

Use DiSC Style Assessments
t o Improve Your Team Trust and Empathy
A Warming Environment
We were recently hired by a deputy city manager to help resolve a serious complaint
of a potential hostile work environment.
The recreation supervisor was energetic, engaging, talkative, and well loved by her
staff. She, however, was very demotivated by her manager and reported that the
department was feeling toxic.
After interviewing both and having them complete the DiSC® assessment, we
discovered they were polar opposites, the manager was a C (Conscientious) and the
supervisor was an I (Influencer).
We coached the manager to take 5-10 minutes upon arrival at work to greet everyone

and engage in friendly dialog before she buried herself in her computer. We also
coached the supervisor ‘tone down’ her voice and be aware how her energy could
impact others. We facilitated the two to talk about their opposite styles and how they
might complement each other rather than annoy. The complaint was dropped and
they really started to enjoy working together.
DiSC® Counts
For many years, we have used the DiSC® assessment to help others elevate selfawareness and develop an appreciation for differences. It is an easy and practical tool
to resolve conflicts, to increase trust, and to build teams. Now, more than ever, we
recommend having entire teams consider holding a team building virtual retreat using
the DiSC®.
The Case for DiSC® in 2020
Research and anecdotal experience confirms that among the challenges surfacing
after many months of working largely from home are
Erosion of trust
Decline in collaboration
Reduction of empathy
Team cohesion has also loosened as we largely work in isolation now and mostly see
each other in little online boxes, thus losing transparency and deep connectedness.
More than ever there is a need for a better communication tool.
Helping Teams and Individuals through Training and Coaching
We’re happy to report better communication for leaders at all levels through
application of individual DiSC® assessments and coaching. Self-awareness,
understanding, and having empathy for other styles are powerful qualities in rebuilding
trust and team collaboration. We’ve also facilitated similar successes for for our
organizational clients who’ve invested in virtual team-building trainings using DiSC®
assessments.
What’s Your DiSC® Type?
DiSC® is a behavioral assessment tool that sheds light on different "types" in the
workplace. The four primary types, from which the acronym is derived, are:
Dominance
Influence
Steadiness
Conscientiousness
From Disconnect to DiSCovery
We’re certified to deliver POST Teambuilding Workshops (TBWs) for Law
Enforcement Agencies. In one teambuilding where we deployed DiSC, we confirmed
most were D’s and C’s who could think on their feet, be accurate and be right. Yet
there was considerable conflict and tension between them and their new chief who
came from another agency. DiSC® confirmed he was an S, the polar opposite of his
staff. He sought collaboration and teamwork. Once his team understood his type their
angst and anger turned to empathy and appreciation.
While nobody is entirely one type, we all have a dominant type or style, with some
aspects of another type.
Do you know your style or type?

What would your colleagues identify as your dominant type?
What is your secondary or complementary style?
What are their styles?
Use the table below to see where you think you fall on the chart in terms of your style
or type:

DiSCovery Happens
When professionals better understand themselves and their teammates and partner to
learn how to best collaborate with each other, breakthroughs occur. Understanding
one’s predominant DiSC® type is a basic piece of emotional intelligence.
Understanding one’s own needs, tendencies, style, expectations, and motivations is
the first step. And understanding the types of the others not only creates appreciation,
but also increases empathy, which is a path to collaboration, partnership, and
increased productivity.
Consider this success story resulting from DiSC® assessments for a virtual
teambuilding process:
Transforming All-Against-One to “All for One”
We recently facilitated a virtual teambuilding for 20 top leaders where we administered
DiSC® assessments. It turned out 19 of the 20 were classic Drivers: take-charge
leaders used to being in charge. The good news for the Drivers… their CFO was a C,
heavy on compliance and conscientiousness. Once the Drivers realized their financial
leader was a C, empathy replaced resentment and frustrations. They all learned to
appreciate and capitalize on their differences.
DiSC® Reports Reveal Actionable Insights
A typical 23-page DiSC® report provides a wealth of customized data about the
individual, their type and strengths, and also how to more effectively meld their style
with other types they work with. Your staff or team can learn all about themselves and
proven strategies for success with other styles.
Here is a sample page from an individual report:

The DiSC® styles are derived from analyzing the answers to a self-assessment that
has you rate a set of 28 descriptive words from most applicable to least
applicable. The graphs below show the results for one person.

DiSC® can motivate your team to make powerful changes
Why not leverage the DiSC® assessments tool and follow-up training / coaching to
better lead, partner and grow with those you work with? The results will astound you
as in the following story.
The Rap on Their Service Staff: Heavy D
Another client was experiencing massive complaints about their customer service
department. Interviews and DiSC® assessments held the answer: they were

predominantly hiring Drivers: hard charging, strong-willed and forceful results
generators. The remedy: hiring more accommodating, patient, humble and tactful
service reps…known for Steadiness. Now their service reps wear an S cap for
steadiness and the company’s Yelp reviews are outstanding.
Once again, we used DiSC® to show the importance of having diverse teams and also
for matching the right style with the right position. It has helped many of our clients
really capitalize on everyone’s strengths as well as providing opportunities for growth.
For an investment of a 2-3 hour virtual team building session based on the DiSC®, you
will reap great benefits of increased trust, collaboration and transparency. And have
fun doing it.

To learn more about

DiSC®

Email Marilyn for complimentary
phone consultation about how
DiSC® can help your team
Click to request a free DiSC® phone
consult

Click here to register for our free December
webinar

FREE 30-min. online event Tuesday December 8, 1PM:

Create A Culture of Belonging

Facilitated by Senior Associate Stewart Levine, J.D.
Learn how to build a culture of diversity, equity, and inclusion:
Current observations of your organization's culture
What might you, as an individual, do differently?
What might your organization do differently?

Tuesday, December 8
1:00-1:30PM Pacific

Limited space: confirm your seat and receive log-in details
when you register using the button below.
Register for this free 30-min. online
event

Click here to register for our free January
webinar

FREE 30-min. online event Tuesday January 12, 1PM:

Learn Effective Virtual Team Building Activities
How to use Icebreakers to Engage and Energize Your Online Meetings

Facilitated by Senior Associate Craig Harrison
Learn how short online activities can energize and engage everyone in virtual
settings.
This short program will address how to:
Use ice-breaker activities to keep everyone focused and alert
Boost morale when not in the same room through team building activities
Learn tips to increase pacing and energy
Tuesday, January 12
1:00-1:30PM Pacific
Limited space: confirm your seat and receive log-in details
when you register using the button below.
Register for this free 30-min. online event next
week

Our new On-line Trainings for Today's Virtual World:
Customized for you…from 90 Minutes - 3 Hours
All training offerings on www.TheConsultingTeam.com are now virtual
Best Practices for Managing Remote Workers and Teams
Would you like help communicating one-on-one with direct reports working from
home? This program offers tips for conducting crucial conversations remotely, helping
coach your staff in prioritizing timeliness and self-management, and strategies for
increasing online engagement and motivation.
Managing Crisis and Change: Surviving in a State of Flux
This session provides the tools you need for transitioning through change and selfcare to embrace the new reality. Learn how to proactively navigate and smoothly
embrace uncertainty by using the stages of processing change to know where you are
and what's next.
How to Stay Fresh and Relieve Stress
More than ever, employees, supervisors and managers are experiencing disruptions,
frustrations, and stress from illness, technical challenges, economic pressures and the
uncertainties of this current pandemic. Learn techniques for self-care, stress
reduction, creating a nurturing and soothing environment, and how to look out for
each other to remain healthy, productive and upbeat, while future-focusing.
Applying Emotional Intelligence in Uncertain Times
During times of uncertainty people look to their managers to provide clarity that will
enable them to deal with chaos, overcome challenges, and achieve shared goals.
Emotional Intelligence equips managers to recognize their own and others' behaviors
and make choices to improve workplace performance and productivity. This session
provides you with easy-to-implement tools you can apply immediately.
Listening Amid Endless Distractions

During shelter-at-home we're more distracted than ever. This training helps you pay
attention to paying attention. Learn to avoid common listening mistakes, deepen your
ability to "go deep" as a listener, discerning what is being said, implied, unspoken and
more. You will learn to understand the "listening gap" and how to overcome it, and
how better listening leads to increased trust, enhanced credibility and better team
cohesion.
Managing Multiple Demands and Priorities While Working From Home
Learn proven techniques for prioritizing your projects, time and energy while working
remotely. Receive help managing distractions, remaining focused, dealing with
internal and external pressures while getting back into your flow state while having
your out-of-office experience. Discover ways to optimize your environment to increase
productivity and peace of mind.

For information contact Dr. Marilyn Manning
You can also reach us by phone: (650) 965-3663

Get A Boost From Our Team
of Trainers, Facilitators, and Coaches

Stewart Levine, J.D.

Dr. Marilyn Manning

Craig Harrison

Susan G. Schwartz, PMP

Kathye Citron

Victoria Smith-Raymond

Richard Lonergan, MA, CFO

Contact The Consulting Team to learn more about our
online training, group and one-to-one virtual coaching,
and consulting assistance for leaders and employees.

945 Mountain View Ave
Mountain View, CA 94040

Get In
Touch

650-965-3663


